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AX CREDITS which help
families make ends meet are set to
be cut by the new Conservative
Government.

They announced this in their Budget last
month. Tax credits go to families on low
incomes - most of them in work but on low
pay. The Labour government brought them in
to tackle in-work poverty, where even though
people are working, they don't earn enough to
live on. And Tax Credits "make work pay" by
topping-up low pay so that people are better off
in work than on benefits.
In Camberwell and Peckham alone 64% of
families get Tax Credits. Even with the
National Minimum Wage those families need
the tax credits to make ends meet. The
Government is going to put the Minimum
Wage up - and that's a good thing. But the cuts
in the Tax Credits are much bigger than the
increase in the Minimum Wage and so around
the country 3 million families will be, on
average, £1,000 a year worse off.
The Conservatives said before the election
that they would cut £12billion from the welfare
bill. But they always ducked questions about
cutting Tax Credits, inferring that they would
be safe. They said they would not "balance the
books on the backs of the poor". Yet that is
exactly what cutting Tax Credits would do. So
they have no democratic mandate to do it.
And they plan to do it in an underhand and
undemocratic way. Even though this is a £3.6
billion cut which will effect around 3 million
people they plan to sneak it through without
proper scrutiny by the House of Commons.
They plan to cut tax credits in a Committee
with no more than 15 MPs in a meeting in a
room upstairs in the House of Commons
lasting no more than 45 minutes. I’ve written
to the Prime Minister saying:
*That it was not in their Manifesto
*That it is a big measure involving 3 million
families and £3.6billion
*That it is highly controversial - they say that
families will not be worse off because of the
increase in the Minimum Wage but we, and the
Institute for Fiscal Studies dispute that, and so it
should first be scrutinised by the all-party
Select Committee for the Department of Work
and Pensions and if the Government then
intend to go ahead with it they should put it in a
Bill that will be scrutinised by the whole House
of Commons and the House of Lords before it
becomes law.
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Is it a cemetery or a
playground for dogs?

CAMBERWELL OLD Cemetery
to me has always been the
‘forgotten cemetery’and
Camberwell New Cemetery the
showpiece where funerals take
place, for burial elsewhere.

However, I have noticed over recent
weeks in the ‘ News’ that there have
been various articles regarding
Camberwell Old Cemetery which has
now put it back in the limelight.
I have been tending my late father’s
grave for the past 24 years and have
seen the cemetery go from bad to
worse. It is only recently since new
graves have been dug that the
cemetery is getting a bit of a face lift.
In light of this though, all the wheelie
bins have been taken away and dog
waste bins are popping up everywhere.
There appear to be only three bins
remaining in the entire cemetery, one a
normal size rubbish bin which is near
the entrance and the other two much
larger and far over the other side of the
cemetery and nothing in between.
Therefore, people are either dumping
their rubbish where the wheelie bins
used to be or dumping it in the dog
bins. It is much too far to walk with
messy dead smelly flowers, especially
if you have more than one grave to
tend to. Many times I have had to put
the rubbish in to the boot of my car
and dispose of it on the way out, only
to find that the bin is completely full
up and have either taken it home with
me or got rid of it at Brenchley
Gardens. But not everyone has a car
and can do this, and why should they!
It seems to me that Southwark
Council have forgotten that this is in
fact a cemetery for people to come and
visit their dead relatives and friends,
not a playground for dogs and their
owners. When I go into the cemetery
dogs are off their leads and running all
over the graves and fouling wherever
they please, or jumping up at you,
whilst their owners look on. The dog
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waste bins are not used for their
intended purpose. Only last Saturday
morning I saw a dog was desecrating
someone’s grave whilst the owner
sheepishly looked away. There is no
excuse as there are enough parks
nearby for dogs to be walked. A
cemetery is not a place for dogs, but a
park is!
Denise Cross, Rotherhithe

Gone out my way to
be nice to Sir Hughes

I'VE GONE out of my way to be
nice about Sir Simon Hughes
since the election, paying tribute
at the count and in my first speech
in the Commons.

So I found his letter in last week's
News disappointing but also oozing in
hypocrisy, even by Lib Dem
standards.
No Labour MP has backed Tory
proposals to axe financial help for
children or disabled people. Sadly, as
a Coalition member Hughes backed
the Tories 1,000 times. His record
included voting for the Bedroom Tax
eight times, the abolition of Disability
Living Allowance for 9,000 local
disabled people in Southwark and his
policies contributed to 7,000 people
using local foodbanks. As a Coalition
Minister for Justice he oversaw the
undermining of access to justice for
children in the UK.
In the hustings before May’s election
I promised not to vote for any policy
which would harm our community. I
stand by that commitment. It is not
one Hughes can make. His record in
Government was questioned before
the election and at hustings he was
asked three times to apologise for
inflicting Coalition policies on local
people. Three times he failed to do so.
He still seems to fail to understand the
damage his Coalition caused to our
community, or why the Lib Dems
need a fresh voice, untainted by
working for the Tories if they're to find
a new path now.

I’ll keep fighting the damaging Tory
proposals. Anyone who wants more
info on this or other issues can see it
online at www.boslabour.org.uk
Neil Coyle, MP for Bermondsey and
Old Southwark

No ‘co-design’ for
Peckham Rye station

YOU REPORT on the new plans
for Peckham Rye station
(Southwark News, 6th August) and
that the council refers to the
success of the 'co-design' process.

Local residents proposed a co-design
approach after the unwelcome Weston
Williamson plans were produced in
private without any collaboration with
local people. We were heartened when
the council took a courageous
decision to extend the timetable and
rethink with the community "to make
local people full partners in shaping
the redevelopment" (Council
statement 25 February 2014). This
was an exciting development.
There was so much promise of a
new co(llaborative) way of working
between community and council. It's a
great disappointment it hasn't worked
out like that. This is because it isn't
possible to have co-design without
first designing the process together. It
has become a phrase tacked on to the
front of the word 'consultation'.
The co-design process for
redevelopment projects is in its
infancy.
Sadly there has been no monitoring
of what all involved thought of it
while experiencing it. So now there is
a lack of sound evidence to show what
was useful and effective and not.
We could still learn important
lessons from the experience. But to
call it successful 'co-design' is not
valid and it's important it isn't rolled
out as it is. It needs a sound evaluation
with a co-learning approach.
Eileen Conn, Peckham Vision coordinator www.peckhamvision.org

But summer is not quite over - for the
next few weeks perennials will continue to
bloom as we move towards harvest time
and the autumn flowering season. The
weather during August has so far been
cooler than usual with overcast and humid
conditions. Rainfall has been relatively
low through the summer months and some
plants are not coping well with the dryer
situation. Ensure pots and window boxes
are watered regularly - at least once a day;
food crops will need to be watered daily
especially tomato plants. General watering
in the garden should be done at least three
times a week.
Work follows the familiar pattern and
includes deadheading summer roses
(except those that have decorative hips in
autumn, such as Rosa rugosa, multiflora or
canina) perennials including Hydrangeas
plus the window box Geraniums, Fuchsias
and Petunias. Continue to feed plants
during August. Start to clear summer
annuals if they are dying back and not
producing flowers; begin preparing new
areas for winter planting.
The planting season for roses starts in
October. Two summer flowering hybrid
tea roses worth considering are ‘Blue
Moon’ with its silvery lilac blooms and
strong perfume or ‘Chrysler Imperial’ this has velvety dark red flowers with an
intoxicating scent. An old fashioned true
species rose, first recorded in the 13th
century in Europe is Rosa damascena – the
Damask rose. It is vigorous, with prickly
stems and needs space to reach 2 metres,
but the flower perfume is utterly exquisite.
The deep pink petals have been used to
make classic rose water and rose oil for
centuries. Rosa damascena has many
ceremonial and traditional medicinal uses;
it is mentioned in the old herbals, the oil is
said to help depression, grief, tension and
anxiety plus headaches and migraine. The
plant was used as a liver herb and gentle
laxative. (Caution: Do not self medicate,
always consult a qualified health care
professional if you feel unwell).
To increase plant stocks, cuttings can be
taken during August. Use the soft summer
growth (slightly woody at the base) from
Fuchsias, Geraniums and herbs such as
Lavender, Rosemary and Sage. Put 4-6
inch cuttings (removing lower leaves) into
small pots of sandy soil or multi-purpose
compost. Ensure they do not dry out.
In the vegetable garden sow winter
greens such as cabbage, kale, spring
greens and broccoli; all tolerate cool
conditions and will crop when there are
few other vegetables growing. Salad
leaves can be sown through August and
will crop until October and later if the
autumn is mild.

